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Introduction

This thesis represents a large research effort that was for most part funded by the Dutch 

Association for Musculoskeletal (MSK) Medicine. The background of this research effort was 

explained in the introduction (chapter 1). Main reason for this project was that there was no 

research yet in which the characteristics of MSK physicians and of their patient population 

were assessed. The backbone of the research project was an automated data collection 

system that enabled a large observational cohort study at limited costs. Data from this data 

collection system were used in all studies, except the study in which the psychometric 

properties of the neck Disability Index (NDI) were assessed. For the data collection system a 

custom build program was designed in which patients’ email addresses were used to invite 

patients to answer questionnaires. Physicians would enter baseline characteristics, such as 

the main complaint, concomitant complaints, duration of the main complaint and age of 

all patients after a first consultation in a web-based register. At the end of the completed 

treatment they would enter more details about the treatment used, such as the type of 

treatment and the number of treatment sessions. Patients were recruited to answer baseline 

questionnaires, and follow-up questionnaires at various intervals after the first consultation. 

In four different phases of the research project a variety of patient questionnaires were 

used, with different follow-up moments. With this automated web-based register a large 

amount of data was collected that was used to evaluate a number of research questions. In 

this thesis studies are presented in which the characteristics of MSK physicians and of their 

patient population were evaluated. Other studies evaluated the course of low back pain after 

treatment by MSK physicians, and the occurrence of adverse events reported by patients. 

Furthermore, the web-based registry was used to assess the validity of two patient reported 

outcome measurement instruments (PROMS) that can be used to evaluate the complaints of 

patients with musculoskeletal complaints.

Chapter 2

In chapter 2 the results were presented of a study in which the characteristics of MSK 

physicians and of their patient population were assessed. Data about the characteristics of 

MSK physicians was collected with a survey and with telephone interviews. Questionnaires 

were sent to 138 physicians of whom 90 responded (65%). Most physicians were trained 

in MSK medicine after a career in other medical specialities. They reported to combine 

their SMT treatment with a variety of diagnostic and treatment options part of which were 

only permissible for physicians, such as prescription medication and injections. Data about 

patient characteristics was extracted from the web-based register. The majority of patients 

presented with complaints of long duration (62.1% > 1 year), most frequently low back pain 
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(48.1%) or neck pain (16.9%), with mean scores of 6.0 and 6.2, respectively, on a 0 to10 

numerical rating scale (NRS) for pain intensity. Mean scores on all PROMs showed moderate 

impairment. Patients most frequently reported previous treatment by physical therapists 

(68.1%), manual therapists (37.7%) or chiropractors (17.0%). It was concluded that MSK 

physicians in The Netherlands reported to use an array of SMT techniques. They embedded 

their SMT techniques in a variety of other diagnostic and treatment options, part of which 

were limited to medical doctors.

Chapter 3

In chapter 3 the results were presented of a study assessing the course of low back pain 

(LBP) after treatment by MSK physicians. Data was collected using the web-based register. 

MSK physicians recorded various baseline and treatment variables. Patient questionnaires 

included information about previous medical consumption, together with PROMs 

measuring the level of pain and functional status at baseline, and at 6-weekly intervals 

during a follow-up period of six months. Latent Class Growth Analysis (LCGA) was used to 

classify patients into different groups according to their pain trajectories. Baseline variables 

were evaluated as predictors of a favourable trajectory using logistic regression analyses. In 

a period of two years 1377 Patients were recruited, of whom 1117 patients (81%) answered 

at least one follow-up measurement. LCGA identified three groups of patients with distinct 

pain trajectories. A first group (N=226) with high pain levels showed no improvement, a 

second group (N=578) with high pain levels showed strong improvement, and a third group 

(N=313) with mild pain levels showed moderate, but clinically relevant improvement. The 

two groups of patients presenting with high baseline pain scores were compared, and a 

prediction model of a favourable course was constructed. Male gender, previous specialist 

visit, previous pain clinic visit, having work, a shorter duration of the current episode, and 

a longer time since the complaints first started were predictors of a favourable course. The 

prediction model showed a moderate area under the curve (0.68) and a low explained 

variance (0.09). It was concluded that a large proportion of patients with low back pain 

improved after treatment by MSK physicians , but that the clinical value of the prediction 

model presented will be limited.

Chapter 4

In chapter 4 the results were presented of a study in which the occurrence of adverse events 

after treatment by an MSK physician was assessed in patients with low back pain (LBP) or 

neck pain (NP). MSK physicians recorded various baseline and treatment variables. Patients 

were asked to answer questionnaires at baseline including PROMs measuring the level 

9
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of pain and functional status. Three months after the start of the treatment, patients were 

invited to answer questionnaires enquiring after the type, the severity, and the duration of 

adverse events. A total of 1391 LBP patients and 549 NP patients answered the baseline 

questionnaire, of whom 823 (59%) LBP and 315 (57%) NP patients answered the adverse 

events questionnaire. Of these patients, 362 (31.8%) reported a total of 683 adverse events. 

All patients except five were treated with a manipulative or mobilising technique, or both, 

in, on average, 3-6 sessions (range 1-12). The highest proportion of patients (15.8%) reporting 

any adverse event reported only one adverse event, and the adverse event most frequently 

reported was fatigue (10.9% of all patients). Patients with a main complaint of NP reported 

adverse events more frequently (38.4%) than patients with a main complaint of LBP (29.3%). 

Most adverse events were not severe and resolved within a week, but some patients 

reported adverse events to be more severe (6.9%) or lasting longer (7.1%). It was concluded 

that adverse events after spinal manipulative treatment by musculoskeletal physicians were 

common but generally short-lived and not severe. Neck pain patients displayed different 

adverse events than low back pain patients. Patients in whom the neck had been treated 

with a mobilising technique more frequently reported adverse events, compared to patient in 

which a manipulative technique was used, which was largely due to the frequent reporting 

of fatigue. There was no relation between the report of adverse events and the reported 

improvement after three months follow-up.

Chapter 5

In chapter 5 the results are presented of a study in which methods to calculate Smallest 

Detectable Change (SDC) and Minimal Important Change (MIC) were evaluated for the NDI. 

In a cohort study 101 patients with chronic neck pain were recruited, who were asked to 

answer the NDI at baseline, and after a follow-up period of six months. SDC and MIC were 

calculated using two types of external anchors. For each anchor we applied two different 

definitions to dichotomise the population in a group of improved and a group of unimproved 

patients. The influence of patient characteristics was assessed in relevant subgroups: patients 

with or without radiating pain, patients with or without concomitant headache and patients 

with high or low baseline scores. It was shown that different anchors and different definitions 

of improvement hardly influenced estimates of the SDC and the MIC. The SDC and the MIC 

were similar for subgroups of patients with or without radiation, but differed strongly for 

subgroups of patients with or without concomitant headache and for patients with high 

or low baseline scores. It was concluded that the SDC and the MIC are not an invariable 

characteristic of the NDI but are influenced by patient characteristics.
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In chapter 6 the results were presented of a study in which the validity of the v1.1 Dutch-

Flemish PROMIS Pain Behaviour item bank was assessed in a sample of 1602 patients with 

musculoskeletal complaints. Assumptions of the underlying Item Response Theory were 

evaluated in a Grade Response Model (GRM): unidimensionality and local dependency 

with Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA), and monotonicity with scalability coefficients. 

IRT-model fit of all items was evaluated, and item parameters were estimated. Differential 

Item Functioning (DIF) was studied for age and gender, and DIF for language was studied 

as a measure of cross-cultural validity. The GRM showed suboptimal fit of a unidimensional 

model (CFI: 0.816, TLI: 0.806, RSMEA: 0.093), and fifteen item pairs (2%) with local 

dependence. Five items showed poor scalability (Mokken H(i): 0.14-0.41). A bi-factor 

model showed low risk of bias when a unidimensional model was assumed (Omega-H 

0.92, Explained Common Variance (ECV) 0.70), but the fit of the bi-factor model was 

still suboptimal (CFI: 0.922, TLI: 0.915, RSMEA: 0.062), with 3 item pairs showing local 

dependence (0.4%). All items fitted the IRT model; slope parameters ranged from 0.60 to 

2.00, and threshold parameters from -2.05 to 6.80. One item showed DIF for age, one item 

DIF for gender, and five items showed DIF for language, but the impact on total scores 

was low. It was concluded that the DF-PROMIS-Pain Behaviour item bank can be used in 

clinical research and in clinical practice, although further research should examine whether 

problems concerning dimensionality and monotonicity occur in other populations.

Chapter 7

In chapter 7 the results were presented of a study in which the validity of the v1.1 Dutch-

Flemish PROMIS Pain Interference item bank was evaluated in a population of 1677 patients 

with musculoskeletal complaints. Assumptions of the underlying Item Response Theory were 

evaluated in a Graded Response Model (GRM): unidimensionality and local dependency 

with Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA), and monotonicity with scalability coefficients. 

IRT-model fit of all items was evaluated, and item parameters were estimated. Differential 

Item Functioning (DIF) was studied for age and gender, and DIF for language was studied as 

a measure of cross-cultural validity. Hypotheses concerning construct validity were tested by 

correlating item bank-scores with scores on several legacy instruments. The GRM showed 

suboptimal evidence of unidimensionality in confirmatory factor analysis (CFI: 0.903, TLI: 

0.897, RSMEA: 0.144), and 99 item pairs with local dependence. A bi-factor model showed 

good fit (CFI: 0.964, TLI: 0.961, RSMEA: 0.089), with a high Omega-H (0.97), a high Explained 

Common Variance (ECV: 0.81), and no local dependence. Sufficient monotonicity was 

shown for all items (Mokken H(i): 0.367-0.686). The unidimensional IRT model showed good 
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fit (Only two items with S-X2 < 0.001), with slope parameters ranging from 1.00 to 4.27, and 

threshold parameters ranging from -1.77 to 3.66. None of the items showed DIF for age or 

gender. One Item showed DIF for language. Correlations with legacy instruments were high 

(Pearson’s R: 0.53-0.75), supporting construct validity. The item bank showed good item fit, 

good coverage of the pain interference trait, and good construct validity. It was concluded 

that the Dutch-Flemish v1.1 PROMIS Pain Interference item bank showed good IRT item fit, 

good coverage of the pain interference trait, and good construct validity. CFA and analyses 

of local independence showed evidence of multidimensionality, but omega-H and ECV 

were high, indicating a low risk of biased parameters when assuming unidimensionality. It 

was concluded that these results supported the validity of the DF-PROMIS-Pain Interference 

item bank, and that the item bank can be used as a basis for short forms and computer 

adaptive testing in clinical research and in clinical practice.

Chapter 8

In chapter 8 of the thesis the findings of the characteristics of MSK physicians and of 

their patient population are discussed with special attention to the possible role of MSK 

physicians in Dutch health care. The health care landscape is rapidly changing, and health 

care for patients with musculoskeletal complaints could benefit from a more patient-centred 

approach. The acceptance of MSK as an additional competence for medical specialists by 

the UEMS, together with recent changes in the educational program for MSK physicians, 

including a new description of their competences, could make MSK physicians suitable for 

a more central role in musculoskeletal health. Because of their user friendliness the PROMIS 

questionnaires will be perfectly suited for routine outcome measurement. A web-based 

measurement system using PROMIS questionnaires is currently under construction and will 

be used for further study.


